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ABSTRACT: We describe the development of an original faradaic current to fluorescence conversion scheme. The proposed instru-

mental strategy consists in coupling the electrochemical reaction of any species at an electrode under potentiostatic control, with the 

fluorescence emission of a species produced at the counter electrode. In order to experimentally validate this scheme, the fluorogenic 

species resazurin is chosen as a fluorescent reporter molecule, and its complex reduction mechanism is first studied in unprecedented 

details. This kinetic study is carried out by recording simultaneous cyclic voltammograms and voltfluorograms at the same electrode. 

Numerical simulations are used to account for the experimental current and fluorescence signals, to analyze their degree of correlation, 

and to decipher their relation to resazurin reduction kinetics. It is then shown that, provided that the reduction of resazurin takes place 

at a micrometer-sized electrode, the fluorescence emission perfectly tracks the faradaic current. By implementing this ideal configura-

tion at the counter electrode of a potentiostatic setup, it is finally demonstrated that the oxidation reaction of a non-fluorescent species 

at the working electrode can be quantitatively transduced into simultaneous emission of fluorescence. 

The development of nanoelectrochemistry has prompted the 

need for measuring ever smaller faradaic currents at electrodes. 

Direct electrochemical measurement of very low currents (e.g. 

in the fA range), is a delicate instrumental task, requiring cut-

ting-edge electronics, and has thus only been achieved by a 

hand-full of research groups pioneering electrochemical nan-

ofluidics
1,2

 or nano-SECM.
3–6

 Achieving an even greater current 

sensitivity, as may for example be required for characterizing 

the activity of individual enzyme molecules or artificial nano-

catalysts with slow turnovers, may simply be impossible with 

all-electronic measurement methods. More sensitive ways of 

measuring faradaic currents have therefore to be envisaged. An 

attractive method is to transform the faradaic current readout 

into a highly sensitive optical signal such as fluorescence.
7,8

 

Indeed, fluorescence-coupled electrochemical methodologies 

feature an intrinsic amplification mechanism since a one-

electron transfer reaction can be related to a fluorescence event 

involving the emission of thousands of easily detectable pho-

tons. A basic prerequisite is obviously the technical ability to 

couple electron transfers to fluorescence generation. Such cou-

pling is immediate when it comes to study electroactive species 

whose fluorescence is intrinsically modulated by their redox 

state.
9
 Alternatively, when the species of interest is such that its 

electrochemical conversion generates local pH changes, a pH-

sensitive fluorescent dye can be used as a reporter of the elec-

tron transfer process.
10–12 

However, most species do not display 

these properties, nor can be endowed with them. Thus, it is 

appealing to develop new experimental schemes allowing elec-

tron transfer reactions of non-fluorescent (nor fluorogenic) 

molecules to be directly converted into independent fluores-

cence emission. So far, this has only been achieved in the un-

conventional “bipolar electrode” (BPE) configuration,
13–17

 

where an external driving voltage, applied through a non-wired 

conductive material, remotely polarizes the conductor in both 

anodic and cathodic poles, and thus electrically couples two 

spatially separated faradaic reactions. A “classical” (non-

fluorogenic) redox reaction of interest occurs at one pole, while 

an electro-fluorogenic reaction is monitored at the other pole by 

optical microscopy. This design has been very recently scaled 

by Zhang et al. to nano-dimensions, in a bipolar nanoparticle 

scheme aiming at optically detecting single redox events by 

fluorescence measurements.
18

 

However, the problem with bipolar electrochemistry is that 

the driving voltage applied to the BPE cell is, at best, only indi-

rectly related to the thermodynamics of the faradaic electron 

transfer reaction of interest.
19,20

 What is therefore needed is a 

way of coupling fluorescence emission with any electron trans-

fer reaction occurring at an electrode under potentiostatic con-

trol, i.e. to which a thermodynamically relevant potential is 

directly applied. This is precisely what the instrumental scheme 

we introduce here is meant to achieve. Its working principle 

consists in coupling the electrochemical reaction of any species 

at the working electrode of a standard three electrode setup, with 

the production of a fluorescent species at the counter electrode. 

To establish the proof-of-concept of such a current-to-

fluorescence conversion scheme, the oxidation of ferrocenedi-

methanol is coupled to fluorescence emission triggered by re-

duction of resazurin, a model electro-fluorogenic reaction.
14,21

 

The most effective experimental configuration enabling confor-

mal transduction of the oxidative faradaic current into a fluores-

cence signal is identified, based on new quantitative mechanistic 

insights into resazurin electrochemistry, and electrode size (i.e. 

diffusion regime) considerations.



 

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

Chemicals and solutions. Resazurin sodium salt, RZ (Bio-

Reagent, dye content ~80%), resorufin, RF (dye content 95 %) 

and 1-1’-ferrocenedimethanol FcdiOH (97%) were Sigma-

Aldrich products used as received. Aqueous 0.1 M carbonate 

buffer pH 10 was prepared with 60 mM sodium bicarbonate 

(NaHCO3) and 40 mM sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) in double-

deionized water (Milli-Q Millipore 18.2 MΩ cm
-1

 resistivity). A 

fresh RZ solution was daily prepared (in carbonate buffer) prior 

to use, and protected from light. All other chemicals were ana-

lytical grade products and used as received. 

Electrochemical set-up coupled to epifluorescence mi-

croscopy. A standard three-electrode system was installed into a 

custom-made opto-electrochemical cell with one or two sepa-

rated electrolytic compartments (~10 mL) according to the 

experimental configuration to consider (see Figure 1 for details). 

Both compartments have a flat clear window as the bottom, 

positioned in front of the objective of a wide-field microscope, 

to enable the visualization of the electrode surface of interest 

(working or counter electrode). Miniature Dri-Ref electrode 

(Dri-Ref-2SH, WPI) was used as electrode reference. All re-

ported potentials are referenced vs. saturated calomel electrode 

(SCE) potential (+ 0.05 V vs. Dri-Ref).  

Fluorescence imaging of electrode surfaces was performed 

using an inverted microscope (IX71, Olympus) interfaced with a 

potentiostat OGS100 (Origalys ElectroChem, France) controlled 

by its own software, for cyclic voltammetric (CV) measurement. 

The full equipment was placed in a Faraday cage. Light source 

was provided by a 100W halogen lamp through an epifluores-

cence mirror unit (U-MWG2, Olympus) adapted for the re-

sorufin fluorophore: excitation light was selected through a 530 

± 20 nm bandpass filter, reflected at 90° by a 570 nm dichroic 

beamsplitter and focused on the electrode surface with a 

10x0.25 NA objective (Olympus Plan 10X/0.25 Ph1). An addi-

tional 1.6x magnification was used for imaging ultramicroelec-

trodes. Fluorescence signal produced at the electrode was col-

lected by the same objective, transmitted through the dichroic 

mirror and a 590 nm longpass emission filter, and finally di-

rected onto a back-illuminated CMOS camera (KURO 1200B, 

Princeton Instruments, 95% QE, pixel size 11x11 µm). The 

electrode to image was immersed in the compartment contain-

ing the resazurin solution, and positioned in the focal plane of 

the objective with a micromanipulator (Sutter Instrument) under 

bright-field illumination. A distance of 500 µm between the 

electrode surface and the optical window was typically used. 

Fluorescence videos were then recorded, with a 100 ms expo-

sure time per image, simultaneously with the cyclic voltammo-

grams acquisitions at specified scan rates. Camera control and 

image processing were performed with the LightField 6.0 soft-

ware (Princeton Instruments). Variation of fluorescence inten-

sity over time was measured from a sequence of images of the 

same region of interest (ROI). For the 1 mm disk electrode, a 

large square ROI was chosen in the middle of the circular area 

of the electrode, where incident light appears uniformly distrib-

uted. For platinum ultramicroelectrode (UME) with 25 µm in 

diameter, a 100x100 pixels ROI (~70x70 µm in real scale) 

encompassing the electroactive area was used to collect fluores-

cence photons emitted by all resorufin molecules distributed in 

the whole expanding diffusion layer. Mean background intensity 

acquired on the very first image of each video was systemati-

cally subtracted from subsequent images to derive the volt-

fluorogram (CVF) profiles. Importantly, RZ and FcdiOH solu-

tions were degassed by bubbling argon for 20 minutes before 

experiments and between measurements. A blanket of argon 

was maintained above the solutions during the measurements. 

Simulations. CVs and CVFs curves, at micro- and millimet-

ric sized electrodes, were simulated using the DigiElch profes-

sional V7 and COMSOL Multiphysics 4.4 softwares respec-

tively. All resazurin-type species were assumed to display the 

same diffusion coefficient as resorufin in aqueous medium (4.8 

10
-6

 cm
2
 s

-1
).

22
  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The faradaic current to fluorescence emission conversion 

scheme we propose is presented in Figure 1A. It is based on a 

standard three electrode setup, using an opto-electrochemical 

cell with separated compartments. The solution containing the 

non-fluorescent species to be electrochemically addressed (e.g. 

to be oxidized) is placed in a first compartment, together with a 

working electrode and a reference electrode. The second com-

partment, connected to the first one via a classical porous glass-

frit, contains a fluorogenic reporter species, e.g. introduced in its 

oxidized form. A counter electrode is placed in this compart-

ment and its surface is imaged with an epifluorescence optical 

microscope. The three electrodes are connected to a classical 

potentiostat. This configuration allows to set the working elec-

trode at any desired potential to trigger the oxidation of the 

species in the first compartment. The generated anodic current 

will necessarily be compensated by a cathodic current of exactly 

the same (absolute) intensity running through the counter elec-

trode. 

 

Figure 1. (A) Principle of the faradaic current-to-fluorescence 

converter setup proposed here. The electrochemical reaction at the 

working electrode (WK) is coupled, via the potentiostat, with the 

production of a fluorescent species at the counter electrode (CE). 

The faradaic current (iWK = iCE) is thus transduced into remote 

fluorescence emission. (B) Setup used for the mechanistic study 

of resazurin reduction by coupled cyclic voltammetry and 

voltfluorometry. Both current and fluorescence signals are 

recorded at the working electrode. 

To generate such a current the potentiostat will automatical-

ly set the counter electrode potential so as to trigger the most 

immediately accessible reduction reaction delivering a sufficient 

amount of current. In proper conditions, this reaction will be the 

reduction of the fluorogenic dye introduced in the counter elec-

trode compartment. As a result, electron transfers at the working 

electrode will become effectively detectable as a fluorescent 

signal at the counter electrode by the epifluorescence micro-

scope. 



 

The first conditions for achieving the current-to-

fluorescence conversion, is to identify a suitable fluorogenic 

reporter molecule. For the present proof of concept experiments 

we chose the popular resazurin (RZ) dye.
14,21

 Resazurin can be 

reduced irreversibly to resorufin (RF), in a complex process 

involving the transfer of 2 electrons, 2 protons and breaking of a 

N-O bond as depicted in Scheme 1. RF can be further reversibly 

reduced to dihydroresorufin (DH), via a 2 electron and proton 

transfer.
23,24

 

 

Scheme 1. Global scheme for the fluorogenic reduction of 

resazurin to resorufin, and then to dihydroresorufin, at pH 10.  

Resazurin is the archetype of a species whose fluorescence 

is modulated by its redox state (and pH). Indeed the fluores-

cence of RZ, RF and DH differ markedly: RZ is only weakly 

fluorescent, RF is highly fluorescent, and DH is at the opposite 

non-fluorescent.
25,26

 As a result RZ/DH electrochemistry has 

been used as the basis of a wealth of spectroelectrochemical 

systems aiming at coupling electron transfer events with fluo-

rescence generation.
14,15,21,27

 

Herein, we use the fluorogenic reduction of RZ to serve as a 

sensitive reporter of oxidative electron transfers. But, to achieve 

this goal, we first thought necessary to acquire more mechanis-

tic insights into RZ reduction than currently available from 

literature. We therefore conducted cyclic voltammetry experi-

ments, coupled with simultaneous fluorescence detection at the 

working electrode, as schematized in Figure 1B. For these, and 

all subsequent experiments, a 0.1 M carbonate buffer pH 10 was 

used as electrolyte, since these conditions were previously used 

in literature to study the electro-fluorochromic properties of 

resazurin and resorufin.
21,28

 Besides, at such basic pH, the fluo-

rescence emission intensity of these dyes is maximal.
25

 

Transient cyclic voltammetry and voltfluorometry of 

resazurin. Cyclic voltammograms (CVs, current intensity, i, vs. 

electrode potential, E) and cyclic voltfluorograms (CVFs, fluo-

rescence intensity vs. E) of resazurin were simultaneously ac-

quired. Typical CV and CVF signals, recorded at a 1 mm disk 

electrode, are respectively shown in Figure 2A and Figure 2B. 

The electrode potential was scanned form -0.15 to -0.75 V/SCE 

at a scan rate v = 0.1 V s
-1

. The CV displays two cathodic peaks, 

located respectively around -0.49 V/SCE and -0.62 V/SCE, and 

a less intense anodic peak around -0.42 V/SCE. As reported in 

literature the first cathodic peak is assigned to the reduction of 

RZ into RF, the second to the reduction of RF into DH, and the 

anodic peak assigned to the back-oxidation of DH into 

RF.
14,21,23,24

. 

Examining the CVF signal reproduced in Figure 2B, one 

sees that the onset of fluorescence occurs around E ~ -0.4 

V/SCE, which is concomitant with the beginning of the electro-

chemical reduction of RZ into the highly fluorescent RF species. 

As the electrode is scanned more cathodically, the fluorescence 

signal is observed to increase continuously, even in potential 

regions where RF is consumed at the electrode and converted 

into the non-fluorescent species DH. This apparent discrepancy 

actually evidences the occurrence of a comproportionation 

reaction according to which the highly reduced DH species 

reduces RZ into RF. As a result the fluorescent species RF is de 

facto produced all along the potential scan. Occurrence of this 

reaction for RZ reduction has been recently evidenced by con-

focal fluorescence microscopy studies. 

  

Figure 2. (A) Experimental cyclic voltammogram (CV) of 1 mM 

resazurin at a 1 mm diameter platinum working electrode, and (B) 

simultaneously recorded voltfluorogram (CVF). 0.1 M carbonate 

buffer pH 10, scan rate 0.1 V s-1. (A’) Simulated CVs and (B’) 

simulated molar amount of resorufin in the diffusion layer (NRF) 

vs. the electrode potential, E, calculated using DigiElch for 

various values of the comproportionation rate constants k2, as 

indicated. 

In order to get quantitative insights into the relation between 

current and fluorescence generation, we propose the following 

simple mechanism to describe the reactions associated with 

resazurin reduction at the electrode (at pH = 10), scheme 2. 

 

Scheme 2. Formal mechanism for the electroreduction of 

resazurin, and of the thus produced resorufin.  

RZ reduction at the electrode is modeled as a direct two-

electron reduction transfer reaction, characterized by an appar-

ent standard potential   
    a heterogeneous electron transfer rate 

constant    
   

 and a charge transfer coefficient 1, reaction (I). 

A chemical step, characterized by a first order rate constant k1, 

and corresponding to the breaking of the N-O bound of the 

intermediate species RZred (formal “reduced resazurin” species) 

is then assumed to produce RF, reaction (II). Admittedly, RZ 

reduction at the electrode and RF production may actually rather 

follow a fully concerted pathway,
29

 but the assumption of a 

sequential process is, as shown below, sufficient to account for 

the experimental data collected here. Resorufin reduction, oc-

curring at the level of the second CV wave, is also modeled as 



 

the direct transfer of two electrons characterized by the set of 

apparent parameters   
  ,    

   
, 2, reaction (III). This is a delib-

erate simplification, as the successive transfer of 2 electrons and 

protons may only be accurately described by a direct 2 electron 

transfer in limiting kinetic situations.
30–33

 Yet, in the absence of 

extensive data regarding the actual reduction mechanism of RF 

this simplification is required. Finally, the thermodynamically 

favorable homogeneous comproportionation reaction between 

DH and RZ,
28

 yielding RF and RZred, is represented by reaction 

(IV), and characterized by the second order rate constant k2.  

We now intend to make use of the proposed mechanism to 

simulate the experimental CV and CVF of resazurin we record-

ed, using the DigiElch software. This simulation requires that all 

of the parameters appearing in the above kinetic scheme are 

quantitatively known, or that further simplifying assumptions 

are made. The most easily accessible parameters are those relat-

ed to the reduction of resorufin, as its CV response can be rec-

orded in separate experiments. Analysis of the CV of RF, car-

ried out as detailed in Supporting Information, Section-1, actual-

ly allows to derive the following values:   
  = -0.465 V/SCE, 

   
   

 = 6.8 10
-5

 cm s
-1

, 2 = 0.35. The low value obtained for 

   
   

, and a 2 value significantly differing from 0.5, are both 

typical of sequential e
-
/H

+
 electron transfer reactions at an elec-

trode.
30–33

 Indeed, because of the rapid protonation of the species 

produced by the individual electron transfer steps, e
-
/H

+
 reac-

tions in water are typically characterized by very slow apparent 

electron transfer rate constants.
33

 This also conceptually applies 

to the direct 2e
-
 reduction of RZ to RZred, reaction (I), which can 

thus be safely regarded as being slow with respect to the subse-

quent bond-breaking reaction (II). In this situation, kinetic con-

trol is by the electron transfer reaction and no information re-

garding the value of k1 can be obtained from CV analysis.
34

 

The first RZ reduction wave then simply corresponds to an 

irreversible 2 electron transfer signal, from which only the pa-

rameter 1 can be immediately derived. By measuring the half-

width of the wave, theoretically given by 29.6/21, we find 1 = 

0.39. We note that this value is close to the one derived for 2. 

The only parameters still undetermined at this stage are now 

  
  ,    

   
 and k2. Considering the similar nature of the e

-
/H

+
 

transfer reactions (I) and (III), it seems reasonable to assume 

that the values of    
   

 and    
   

 are of the same order of magni-

tude. For simplicity we decided to set    
   

 =    
   

. We then 

verified that, as expected, with such a low    
   

 value, simulated 

CVs did not depend on the value assigned to k1, down to unreal-

istically low values of ~5 s
-1

 (see SI, Section-2).  

We were then able to run simulations using the sole values 

of k2 and of   
  as adjustable parameters, trying to reproduce the 

experimental signal shown in Figure 2A. In doing so we ob-

served that the first reduction wave of the simulated CV was 

insensitive to the value set for k2. This can be seen in Figure 2A’ 

where voltammograms simulated for extreme values of k2 (k2 = 

0, dashed curve, and k2 = 10
6
 M

-1
 s

-1
, solid curve) are compared. 

This result falls in line with the well-documented fact that, in the 

simpler case of two stepwise one electron transfer reactions (EE 

schemes), comproportionation reactions have little or no effect 

on the voltammetry signals.
35–37

 The second cathodic wave also 

showed little dependence on k2 values. As a result, accurate k2 

values cannot be obtained by analyzing the cathodic waves of 

the experimental CV signal. At the opposite, the peak potential 

of the first wave showed a marked dependence on the value set 

for   
  . This allowed us to derive a single parameter best fit 

value of   
  = -0.33 V/SCE. 

In order to derive the missing k2 value, we turned to the 

analysis of the CVF signal. Indeed, unlike the current signal, the 

fluorescence signal is expected to be strongly dependent on the 

rate of comproportionation, since this reaction ultimately gener-

ates two RF molecules from the non or weakly fluorescent DH 

and RZ species. In order to assess this dependence theoretically, 

the molar amount of RF species present in the diffusion layer, 

NRF, was derived from simulation, for any electrode potential E, 

and for various k2 values. The thus obtained NRF vs. E curves, 

shown in Figure 2B’, can be considered as equivalents to 

voltfluorograms. One can see that on the cathodic potential scan, 

NRF (hence the fluorescence signal) is expected to increase at the 

level of the first cathodic wave, no matter the k2 value. But it is 

also observed that, in the absence of comproportionation (k2 = 

0), NRF decreases in the potential region corresponding to the 

second CV wave, i.e. when RF is consumed to produce DH. 

Some fluorescence intensity is recovered in the anodic trace due 

to the oxidation of DH to RF at the electrode. 

The mere fact that no such fluorescence decay was observed 

in our experimental CVFs is an indication that 

comproportionation reaction (IV) actually takes place at a sig-

nificant rate. Indeed, it appears from Figure 2B’ that an ever 

increasing fluorescence signal, as was experimentally observed, 

implies a k2 value in excess of 10
4
 M

-1
 s

-1
. Actually, reproducing 

closely the shape of the experimental CVF required to set a 

minimal value of k2 ~10
5
 M

-1
 s

-1
 (compare Figure 2B and Figure 

2B’). Deriving a more accurate value for k2 is difficult since the 

shape of the simulated NRF vs. E variation was observed to 

change little when k2 was increased above 10
5
 M

-1
 s

-1
. This value 

sets a lower bound for the actual rate constant of the 

comproportionation reaction between DH and RZ. We also 

verified that, by setting k2 values in excess of 10
5
 M

-1
 s

-1
 a good 

match between experimental and theoretical CVs could be 

obtained (compare Figure 2A and Figure 2A’). These later 

results actually demonstrates that the comproportionation reac-

tion (IV) can legitimately be considered as being infinitely fast, 

as had been so far simply hypothesized in literature.
28

 Overall, 

current generation and fluorescence emission are kinetically 

controlled by the electron transfer reactions of RZ and RF at the 

electrode. 

Hence, at this stage of our work, analysis of the CV and 

CVF signals of RZ recorded simultaneously at a millimetric 

electrode allowed us to propose a simple mechanism, and to 

derive the values of the thermodynamic and kinetic constants 

required for reproducing the experimental CV and CVF sig-

nals quantitatively. 

Yet, the above results also illustrated that, as can be seen by 

comparing Figure 2A and Figure 2B, the fluorescence and the 

electrochemical signals recorded at a millimetric electrode do 

not match in shape at all, nor adequately do the derivative of the 

fluorescence signal and the current (see Supporting Infor-

mation). The reason for this shape mismatch is rooted to the fact 

that mass transport at millimetric electrodes is controlled by 

planar transient diffusion, which results in RF accumulation in 

the vicinity of the electrode. Therefore, it can be concluded that 

electrochemistry of a fluorogenic species at a millimetric elec-

trode cannot be the basis of the current-to-fluorescence conver-

sion system we aim to develop here, where fluorescence detec-

tion has to closely follow the current signal. We therefore turned 

to voltammetry at an ultramicroelectrode.



 

Stationnary cyclic voltammetry and voltfluorometry of 

resazurin at an ultramicroelectrode. The cyclic 

voltammogram and voltfluorogram of resazurin simultaneously 

recorded at a 25 µm diameter platinum ultramicroelectrode 

(UME) are presented in Figure 3. The experimental CV signal 

(Figure 3A) displays two successive S-shaped cathodic waves. 

The first is ascribable to the reduction of RZ into RF and the 

second of RF into DH. Most interestingly, one notices that the 

CVF signal, shown in Figure 3B, also displays two S-shaped 

waves closely corresponding in shape and in potential to the CV 

waves. Actually such a correspondence can be better appre-

hended by plotting the fluorescence signal as a function of the 

simultaneously recorded current, as shown in Figure 4A.  

 

Figure 3. (A) Experimental CV of 1 mM resazurin at a 25 µm 

diameter platinum UME and (B) simultaneously recorded 

voltfluorogram CVF. 0.1 M carbonate buffer pH 10, scan rate 

0.01 V s-1. (A’) Stationary theoretical CV and (B’) molar amount 

of resorufin (NRF) in the electrode vicinity vs. E, calculated using 

COMSOL for various values of the comproportionation rate 

constant k2, as indicated. 

 

Figure 4. (A) Fluorescence intensity recorded at a 25 µm 

platinum UME where reduction of resazurin takes place, as a 

function of the UME current, i (corresponding CVs and CVFs are 

presented in Figure 3). (B) Simulated dependence of the molar 

amount of resorufin (NRF) in the electrode vicinity as a function of 

the UME current, calculated for various values of the 

comproportionation rate constant k2 as indicated. 

One can then observe that the fluorescence signal is actually 

almost exactly proportional to the current signal, at least up to 

current values around ~6 nA. Referring to Figure 3A it appears 

that this linear behavior corresponds to electrode potential re-

gions encompassing the first cathodic wave, and extending well-

into the second reduction CV wave. Deviation from linearity of 

the fluorescence vs. current plot for higher current values may 

be explained by the fact that, in the corresponding very cathodic 

potential region, some background current, not ascribable to RZ 

electrochemistry is detected. This is evidenced by the sloppy 

plateau displayed by the CV in the -0.75 to -0.8 V/SCE region, 

Figure 3A (also see Figure S1). 

We then turned to simulation in an attempt to reproduce 

theoretically the electrochemical behavior and associated fluo-

rescence emission recorded at the UME. For this we imple-

mented under COMSOL the RZ reduction mechanism derived 

above, and calculated both the theoretical stationary 

voltammograms at a 25 µm electrode, and also the total quantity 

of resorufin, NRF, present in the vicinity of the electrode (within 

a hemispherical domain 250 µm in radius extending away from 

the electrode surface). Simulations were first carried out with 

the set of kinetic parameters derived from the above transient 

cyclic voltammetry and voltfluorometry mechanistic investiga-

tions. This allowed us to very satisfyingly reproduce both the 

experimental CV and CVF signals recorded at the UME, with-

out any adjustable parameters (Figure 3). This result further 

validated our kinetic model for RZ reduction. 

We also used COMSOL simulations to investigate theoreti-

cally how the current and fluorescence signals (and their corre-

lation) depended on the rate of the comproportionation reaction, 

which is key to sustained generation of fluorescence. We there-

fore calculated theoretical CVs and CVFs for various values of 

the comproportionation rate constant k2. One can observe in 

Figure 3A’ that the first reduction wave of the simulated CVs, 

is, as expected, largely insensitive to the rate of 

comproportionation. Considering now the simulated CVF, 

Figure 3B’, one sees that, in the absence of comproportionation 

(k2 = 0) a total extinction of fluorescence is expected to occur at 

the level of the second cathodic wave (RF to DH reduction). 

Yet, it also appears that the advent of even a slow 

comproportionation reaction (k2 = 10 M
-1

 s
-1

) is sufficient for 

fluorescence not to extinguish during the potential scan. Actual-

ly a value of k2 = 100 s
-1

 is sufficient to bring the fluorescence 

intensity close to the maximum value it can reach for very fast 

comproportionation reaction (k2 ≥ 10
5
 M

-1
 s

-1
). These data final-

ly allowed us to construct simulated current vs. fluorescent plots 

for various k2 values. As evidenced in Figure 4B, in the range of 

current corresponding to the first reduction wave (below 4 nA 

here), proportionality between the current and the amount of RF 

present in the vicinity of the electrode (i.e. the fluorescence 

intensity) is predicted to be always verified, independently from 

the comproportionation reaction rate. For higher currents, i.e. in 

the potential region where RF reduction occurs (i > 4 nA), this 

linear behavior is verified only provided that k2 > 100 M
-1

 s
-1

. 

Such a condition is obviously met here, since we determined 

above that k2 >10
5
 M

-1
 s

-1
.



 

 

Figure 5. Converting a faradaic current into a fluorescence signal. The oxidation of ferrocenedimethanol (FcdiOH) at an electrode 

under potentiostatic control, was coupled to fluorescence emission arising from resazurin reduction, using the converter setup described 

in Figure 1A. (A) Cyclic voltammogram of FcdiOH at a 25 µm glassy carbon working ultramicroelectrode. (B) Fluorescence signal 

simultaneously recorded at a 25 µm diameter platinum counter ultramicroelectrode. (C) Intensity of the fluorescence signal versus the 

working electrode current. The working and counter electrode compartments contained respectively 1 mM FcdiOH in a 0.1 M NaClO4 

aqueous solution, and 0.5 mM resazurin in 0.1 M carbonate buffer pH 10. Scan rate 0.01 V s
-1

. 

 

Therefore, we have theoretically substantiated our unprece-

dented experimental observation that fluorescence generated at 

an ultramicroelectrode where reduction of RZ occurs is propor-

tional to the current. This proportionality is obviously a benefit 

of the stationary spherical diffusion regime at UMEs that pre-

vents accumulation of the electrogenerated RF species in the 

vicinity of the electrode surface. In literature, it has been shown 

that such an accumulation could also be avoided by introducing 

in solution a species which chemically scavenges RF (glucose in 

a 0.5 M NaOH medium), likewise this resulted in direct correla-

tion between current and fluorescence.
15

 We show here that 

simple spherical diffusion at an UME is actually enough to yield 

close to perfect proportionality between current and fluores-

cence in a much simpler and milder way. 

We thus have identified an appropriate configuration where 

fluorescence can be used as a reliable reporter for the electro-

chemical current, an indispensable prerequisite for developing a 

current-to-fluorescence converter setup. 

Converting a faradaic current generated at an electrode 

under potentiostatic control into fluorescence emission – 

proof of principle. As explained above the idea behind the 

setup we propose, represented in Figure 1A, is that, by virtue of 

the three electrode configuration, any electrochemical reaction is 

bound to be coupled with a counter-reaction at the counter elec-

trode. The above work suggests that provided we make sure that 

this counter reaction is RZ reduction, and that the counter elec-

trode is an UME, the fluorescence intensity should closely track 

the current generated at the working electrode. In order to estab-

lish the proof of concept of this original yet simple coupling 

scheme, we made use of an electrochemical cell comprising two 

separated compartments as shown in Figure 1A. 

Ferrocenedimethanol (FcdiOH) was introduced in the working 

electrode compartment and resazurin in the counter electrode 

compartment. The working electrode was a 25 µm diameter 

glassy carbon electrode, and the counter electrode a platinum 

electrode similar in size. The epifluorescence microscope was 

focused on the counter electrode surface. 

The potential of the working electrode was scanned 

anodically at 0.01 V s
-1

, in order to trigger FcdiOH oxidation, 

and back. The working electrode current was recorded simulta-

neously with the fluorescence emission at the counter electrode. 

When plotting the working electrode current as a function of its 

potential E, the expected S-shaped voltammogram, typical of 

FcdiOH electrochemistry at a microelectrode, was obtained 

(Figure 5A).
38

 Remarkably, the voltfluorogram obtained by 

plotting the fluorescence intensity recorded at the counter elec-

trode versus E, was very similar in shape to the voltammogram 

recorded at the working electrode (Figure 5B). Actually, the 

similarity between these two signals can be better assessed by 

plotting the fluorescence intensity recorded at the counter elec-

trode as a function of the current recorded at the working elec-

trode. One can see from Figure 5C that the obtained plot is 

almost perfectly linear. This shows that we have achieved the 

sought configuration, where fluorescence emission at the coun-

ter electrode perfectly tracks the working electrode current.  

Herein, on the basis of the model FcdiOH/RZ system, we 

thus have demonstrated how an electrochemical reaction of a 

non-fluorescent (nor fluorogenic) species at an electrode under 

potentiostatic control can be quantitatively coupled to fluores-

cence emission. Our new coupling scheme, by effectively con-

verting faradaic electron transfers into fluorescence emission, 

opens avenues for achieving amplification of low intensity 

electrochemical signals via highly sensitive optical probing. 

Some important characteristics, and foreseeable lim-

its/advantages, of this new experimental approach are discussed 

below. 

The setup we designed here has first to be made more versa-

tile in order to enable the measurement of both anodic and also 

cathodic currents. This requires identifying an oxidizable 

fluorogenic species amongst those already reported in literature, 

to be added to the counter electrode compartment together with 

RZ. Amplex-red, a molecule whose oxidation at an electrode 

was shown to yield resorufin,
39,40

 would be a very good candi-

date. 

The limit in sensitivity of our current-to-fluorescence con-

verter setup will also have to be explored. The current to be 

transduced into a fluorescence signal has to be such that the 

counter electrode is kept at a potential in the -0.4 to -0.6 V/SCE 

region, where current and fluorescent intensity are ideally pro-

portional. This requires matching the radius of the counter elec-

trode UME, aCE, and the resazurin concentration, CRZ, so that the 

intensity of the current to be measured is such that: i ≤ 

8FDaCECRZ, with D the diffusion coefficient of the fluorogenic 

species. This condition sets a maximum limit to the current that 

can be transduced (measured) by fluorescence emission with a 

given set of aCE and CRZ values. This constrain is actually remi-

niscent of adjusting the “gain” of an ammeter as a function of 

the maximum current intensity to be measured. 



 

The lowest current intensity measurable is expected to be in 

part limited by the emitted-photons collection efficiency and the 

sensibility of the camera. The optical limit-of-detection issue of 

this platform could be investigated by designing an optimized 

epifluorescence scheme allowing to reduce the background (out-

of-focus) light and the inner-filter effects inherent to such a 

wide-field microscopy. Yet one should also note that measuring 

lower currents will require using smaller counter electrode 

UMEs and/or lower RZ concentration in order for the potentio-

stat to bias the counter electrode at a potential negative to the 

onset of RZ reduction, i.e. past -0.4 V/SCE. 

The bandwidth of the setup (reciprocal of its response time) 

is dictated by the requirement of keeping mass transport at the 

counter electrode UME in the stationary diffusion regime. The 

response time corresponds to the time, t, it takes for RF to leave 

the stationary diffusion layer developing around the counter 

electrode UME. It is given coarsely by t = aCE 
2
/D. Consequent-

ly, the size of the counter electrode UME has to be adapted to 

the desired bandwidth. This bandwidth will depend on the 

“gain”, via the aCE value, in the exact opposite way it does for an 

ammeter: high bandwidth and low current measurement will not 

be mutually exclusive, but at the opposite will be both achieva-

ble with small diameter counter ultramicroelectrodes. 

 

CONCLUSION 

First, we have examined, by coupled cyclic voltammetry 

and voltfluorometry, the reduction of resazurin at a millimetric 

electrode, and the concomitant fluorescence emission. We pro-

posed a workable kinetic model allowing to quantitatively ac-

count for the experimental electrochemical current and fluores-

cence signals. The role of the comproportionation reaction on 

the current and fluorescence generation was notably deciphered. 

Overall, we showed that fluorescence emission is kinetically 

controlled by the (slow) electron transfer reactions of resazurin 

and resorufin at the electrode. Kinetic and thermodynamic pa-

rameters describing these reactions were determined. 

Second, we demonstrated experimentally, and substantiated 

by simulation, that, provided the working electrode is an 

ultramicroelectrode, the fluorescence and current signals gener-

ated by resazurin reduction are rigorously proportional to each 

other. This so far unreported property of resazurin electrochem-

istry is a clear benefit of the spherical diffusion regime that can 

be experimentally achieved at small enough 

ultramicroelectrodes. 

Third, by exploiting this unique property, and the built-in 

ability of potentiostats to couple redox reactions, we demon-

strated that an oxidation reaction occurring at a working elec-

trode can be coupled to resazurin reduction at an (ultramicro)-

counter electrode, so that the generated current is transduced 

into conformal fluorescence emission.  

This is the first demonstration that electron transfer of a non-

fluorescent (nor fluorogenic) species at an electrode under po-

tentiostatic control can be transformed in a remote quantified 

fluorescence signal. We believe that, due to the extreme sensi-

bility of fluorescence detection, this original coupling scheme 

may ultimately enable detecting optically individual electron 

transfer events (or extremely low faradaic currents) that cannot 

be directly measured electronically. 
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